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1. Problems With Stocking Inventory
After deciding what products you will sell, you are immediately faced with many challenges.
First: "To stock my products, will I need to rent store or warehouse space? I was hoping t...
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1. Problems With Stocking Inventory
After deciding what products you will sell, you are immediately faced with many challenges.

First: "To stock my products, will I need to rent store or warehouse space? I was hoping to se

Second: "Will the supplier even deal with me if I don‘t have a retail location? I was counting

Third: "I know that many manufacturers and distributors have a minimum order, sometimes in the

Fourth: "Even if I did have the money, why should I tie it up in inventory? How do I know if t

Fifth: "I guess I will have to add extra insurance coverage for my inventory. Maybe I better u
Sixth: "The shipping charges are going to kill me. First, I have to pay to get the goods here

Seventh: "If I expand and hire employees, how will I control the inventory? How will I know if
Eighth: "How much time and money am I going to spend packaging and fulfilling orders?"
These problems can be reduced or eliminated by drop shipping.
2. Drop Shipping to the Rescue

Drop shipping is a method of selling products without stocking inventory yourself. You don‘t n

With drop shipping, when you make a sale you contact the manufacturer or authorized distributo

For example, let‘s assume that you have just sold a product to a customer for $100.00 plus shi
With this arrangement of not having to stock inventory yourself, there are many advantages.
You eliminate the high costs of holding inventory. There is no need for you to rent expensive

Indirectly, you do pay inventory costs. Your drop ship supplier must maintain his inventory an

The real advantage to this drop shipping arrangement lies in keeping your costs variable. Inst

3. Profit From Drop Shipping

Many legitimate drop ship suppliers may not require you to have a retail location, but they wi
To be sure, there are pitfalls to watch out for in drop shipping. For example, some suppliers

Whether from your home, retail store, directly from your website or through an online auction,

Rather than financing and stocking inventory yourself, consider drop shipping your way to weal
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